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Time, Ascension of the Light, and the Co-created
Maintenance of a Reality of Error
April 26, 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1489.msg6385.html#msg6385
Within a limited human frame of reference, centuries and millennia ago there was some
latitude with regard to the “flow of events” and experiences and the shifts in human level
of spiritual consciousness looking “back or forward” as it perceived a sequence of events.
Now this limited latitude is nearly gone. What remains is more contained looping of the
“same old same old” with small variations. In some ways this can be regarded as the
manifestation of a period of “stasis” for humanity while all the final sorting out occurs
by the “corrections energies”. The degree or extent of “novelty” within even the limited
constraints of human existence and human level of consciousness is less and less. This is
something that was illustrated by the original “time wave zero” work.
Prophecy and future remote viewing can only describe the dissolution of this world as a
ground for spiritual consciousness at the human level. Each telling of these future
projections varies, but the result is generally the same.
-//One of a number of books I kept from my library for perusal during these times is JW
Dunne’s “An Experiment with Time”. Writing during the early portion of the 20th
century, Dunne makes a case for the actuality of precognition. As is usually the case, he
is limited by the state of his spiritual consciousness and generally reflects the state of
human intellectual capacity. Nevertheless, he paid close attention to his own dream
experiences and went to considerable lengths to examine various forms of precognition.
Near the end of his book, he writes that humans can never move beyond their limited
state of awareness if they spend “nineteen hours out of twenty four” fixated upon and
reinforcing a state of limited awareness (self-imprisonment, I would call it)!
Even more remarkable is that through his own “paying attention” and “self-referencing”
analytical approach, Dunne inferred the existence of a “soul” or consciousness that is
connected to, yet independent of, the human bio-vehicle and its limited awareness and
mental processes. And he inferred the existence of a unifying field of consciousness –
local and non-local, and puts forth the concept of unifying field of existence that
encompasses what I would call the “3d matter state”. He also made the observations that
it is necessary to die in order to move beyond the limitations of ordinary human “life”
and to “advance to a broader understanding”. And even more so, he recognized there
was a dominant tendency toward differentiation (or as I would say, individuation and
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dissipation). And also with regard to “time”, Dunne showed that he understood how it is
that individual humans and groups of humans can experience “loops in time” or “deja
vu”. We also introduced some of Charles Muses’ perspectives on the spiritual cosmology
of “Time” in the June 2008 issue in Global Awakening News.
As I read through Dunne’s descriptions of time and space and human awareness, I
began to reflect on the situation experienced by those remaining fragments of the true
Light who remain seemingly (to their point of view) trapped in a reality of falsehoods.
-//Now that I am again at the ocean, I have that closer connection to the planetary body as
I move through the water. The nearly microscopic creatures that make coral and the
algae are to the planetary body what bacteria, cilia, and nerve cells to human organs. As
one moves down through the layers of ocean water here, what is in the surface layer,
mostly influenced by air and water tension, recedes from one’s awareness, to be
replaced by awareness of an upper layer that ranges from several inches to a few feet in
depth in which there is the greatest influence of sunlight, atmospheric gases, and
temperature. This layer tends to be hazy and obscures some of the lower reef life and
bottom. To experience greater visibility underwater, one has to penetrate this upper
layer that is loaded with particles and tiny marine life. As one moves beyond this layer of
haze, the bottom becomes noticeably clearer and one can see much farther vertically and
horizontally.
Kayakers and surface swimmers are limited in what they can see beneath them and
must contend with waves and wind. Below the surface, one is scarcely aware of these
perturbations, while a broader and deeper experience of the ocean becomes available. In
these altered states of awareness, minutes can seem like hours.
One often sees dispersed colonies of various creatures in the water column, especially
those made up of small, yet discernible individual entities. These colonies tend to move
together. From their point of view, they might believe that they are moving through
space (the water) and if they embraced the concept, moving through time as well (they
grow, die, become food for something else, etc.). Some of these tiny creatures do move
through the water under their own power, as well as carried by the dynamics of the
water. Dolphins may seem to be “free” to move great distances, but they too are limited
in their range by available food and water conditions.
Of course this is analogous with the larger situation of earthly existence and spiritual
intelligences.
-//-
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To an observer outside these localized systems, it could seem that there is no significant
difference between these two examples. In both examples, movement is limited by the
water and is relative to capacities for self-powered mobility, and in each example,
movement is limited to within the parameters of their colonies.
Likewise, the human brain is made of biological cells that communicate with each other,
the rest of the body, and receive sensory inputs through various electro-chemicalphotonic signals. It is only bio-matter, nothing more. The human animal’s built-in
firmware is not the same as the genuine (spiritual) consciousness that takes residency.
Bio-matter cannot escape that which it is made up of (3d matter) and resides mainly in a
state of “now-ness”. It is the personality self that is developed as an extension of the
spiritual self that relies on memory to reference its present existence from a “past” –a
past composed mostly of false or implanted memories. Often the human level projects
itself into the future relative to short or long term aspirations, usually an extended state
of delusion based upon illusions and a false existence.
It is all about “point of view” and capacity for expanded awareness that defines “reality”
relative to one’s environment. Speed and distance of movement is not an indication of a
more evolved consciousness, only in an increased capacity for movement within a
certain vibrational state.
-//“Time” is a topic in this essay and here I would again suggest that there really is no such
thing as “time”, not in any human sense of it.
There is a high level Divine Consciousness that could be called “Time” and there are
“time lords” that are the “operational aspects” to this Consciousness. None of this is
really relevant to what humans refer to as “time” as they struggle with perplexing
dynamics of something that does not exist and which can never be understood from the
human point-of-view.
The cosmic entity of “Time”, serves the purpose of regulating the flow of manifest
creation relative to whatever its context –be it of vast or of minutely small scale. At the
higher levels of creation, “Time” as a Divine Entity was positioned to prevent the full
infestation of The All by those of the Fallen Realm.
Is “time” the serial flow of events moving through or around the observers? Do the
observers move through “time” as they experience choices and bifurcations? Both are
somewhat true but both are mostly wrong. Mostly wrong, since that which is of the 3d
materium, innately lacks the capacity to “move through time” –just as ocean-born
creatures lack the capacity to move beyond the physical niches of the oceanic
environment they are born to.
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Likewise, we are in a pocket of “3d space” which moves in a greater “fluid medium” that
in turn is limited to its physical niche in a larger medium. It is this medium which is now
being pressed in upon from all “directions” by the “corrections energies”.
Yes, it is possible to zip along very very fast and show that “tick tock time” has slowed or
sped up, depending on the direction of travel. Yes it is possible to bend or alter local
time fields by applying certain directed energies or through psychokinetic or various
directed energies in a laboratory. But these are generally very limited to localized fields
within the existential niche of those attempting such experiments and will not provide
access to the “space-time” of the greater creational matrix outside our localized bubble.
-//While it is possible to perceive future events that are of great impact, the question
quickly becomes whether the event is of very short term immediate impact and relative
only to the awareness of those who are most affected, or is it a global or even larger scale
event that is “distant” in terms of its being experienced –such as a supernovae that
effectively delete life on earth or that obliterate galaxies.
Near-term events of high impact tend to be noticed more readily. Unless they are
identified as in the vibrational space preliminary to 3d manifestation, these “events”
remain in the general field of potentialities.
In the higher creational spaces, collective groups tend to form their own malleable flow
of thought and action. In effect they also control “time” as far as humans would regard
it.
-//The points of view of the human 3d level of consciousness are of no influence in these
greater contexts since the 3d level of existence is trapped in a fluid layer of a larger
subset of existence –a fallen realm as we have come to refer to it. A layer of existence
that is increasingly being squeezed by the cosmic corrections process into a state of nonexistence while what remains of the Divine Light is separated out from that which is not.
Likewise, it matters not whether this galaxy or solar system is moving along a certain
spatial trajectory or not. *** This is all part of a region of existence that emerged from a
set of flaws and errors in the higher creational process.
From the vast perspectives of those immense creational beings that have encapsulated
the fallen realm, “no one is going anywhere” –even if they are moving as fast as they can
within their own localized niche.
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-//This is more a reflection on the deeper illusory delusions that keep the bulk of those
beings of the original Light mutually entrained and trapped –who otherwise would be
free of the pathological hold their human level of existence has on them.
The problems of excessive dissipation and individuation extend from the higher levels of
creation also influence the lowest levels of spiritual intelligence. The disconnection that
occurred also resulted in too many beings with a habituation for human life acquiring a
wide range of distorted and internally incompatible learning from their lower levels.
And yes, human level belief systems play a role in this problem as they are part of what
is “acquired” through the sojourns of these beings at their human level aspects.
The solution will come of course, and it is something that the majority of “spiritual
beings” who have human presences continue to avoid facing.
-//The problems of the distortion of spiritual freewill, and the ongoing “puzzlement” by
incoming higher level beings, charged with facilitating completing the “corrections
energies”, continue to cause delays to this process. Sooner than later, Creator will simply
step in with very little, if any advance notice, deal with the situation. Those who need
help in adjusting to such extreme changes will get what assistance is possible after the
fact, as it would be with a “good parent”.
As the greater level beings/soul beings continue with their own habituation and
infatuation with the human level, and continue their avoidance behaviors, this in turn
continues to give the human level of these spiritual beings further subtle support as to
why they do not need to withdraw from own addictive behaviors of human earthly
realm. Ultimately this means that the human level returns to their true nature and
“home” as a spiritual being.
Meanwhile, dark forces spread like rampant cancer within the 3d level of existence and
through what remains of those vibrational layers most closely connected with 3d
physicality. The “walking dead” of humans can offer no resistance to these invasive
parasites.
As long as so many “spiritual beings” continue to run their human levels, the resolution
of the overall situation will rely upon the annihilation of the material state that they
depend upon for maintaining what has increasingly become their own version of “the
error”.
This applies to all those in error (of the Light and of the Dark) that persist in
maintaining this mode of existence in a fallen realm.
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Indeed, too many soul beings/light beings have compounded the original flaws and
errors by continuing to “invest” themselves and their energy in a reality that was made
wrong, including its resident human population. In effect “falling” into a “fallen state”
themselves –although this was not what most intended, not at first.
Eventually much of the vibrational states that the fallen realm is built upon and the fluid
“spatial” medium that supports it will be removed and the problem will become “unmade”, along with all that adheres or coheres to it.
As it is with most any individual human self that is facing its ultimate existential crisis,
at the last possible moment, vast numbers will “change their tune” and in the instant of
facing the oblivion of non-existence, decide to take the only “ride” available.
-//What we see occurring is a broad bifurcation between those beings that choose Creator
of All and those who choose the fallen realms. A sub-bifurcation also exists between
those beings who deliberately and consciously choose Creator of All and those that
choose out of self-centeredness who, in effect, “panic” in the face of annihilation and
thus default to whatever represents their own continuity without regard to any other
higher attractor.
This process applies to the lowest levels of spiritual individuation (human or
comparable) as well to their greater level of being as an individuation of individuations
of Creator.
Germane to this, there remain those of the Dark Forces that continue to offer up a false
existence to those haplessly inured to a fallen state of existence. This is so “naturally”
welcomed by the vast majority who prefer to limp along in denial and who are predisposed toward any excuse to maintain a false existence. For some it is the
“hopeaholism” of “social do-goodism”, for others it is another chance at the “brass ring”
of their “merry-go-round”. These are sides of the same coin that are too readily
embraced by those living in a state of spiritual “deathness”.
And so it is that countless human level entities hang on to a false reality as if that is all
they can relate to. And for the most part, it is all they can relate to, since access to the
higher levels is effectively blocked for them. This is like a “Catch-22” situation in which
they seek escape from their imprisonment while continuing to go through whatever
motions which maintain their imprisonment, and in so doing forget to be conscious of
why they continue to go through these motions. (Another “Catch-22” –how can you be
conscious if you have forgotten to be conscious, etc.)
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Eventually the pressure from the “press pot” effect of the cosmic corrections energies
will force a final choice that determines the trajectory for each being.
For some, in a flash, they will find themselves on a light-speed “train” to their True
Home of their own higher levels of being.
-//Those who have persevered at building this connection over the years, tenuous as it may
have seemed at times, will have an easier time with all this as they already know the
difference and have effectively made their choices.
Those who have not, and who are hooked into the false reality, preclude themselves
from considering and connecting to their true origins and they offer ready access to dark
forces which draw upon their dwindling energy. Yes, I am referring both to the greater
beings with human presences as well as their human aspects.
The same thing can be seen in the “as below” of human society. Where there is incessant
programming to “give in to the matrix order”, “be a good servant”, with the promise of
tangible rewards in proportion to the subtle energy and monetary energy one can garner
(steal) on behalf of those whom you allow to run you. At the simplest human level, there
are criminals who attack others to steal a few valuables and or the socially “legitimized”
variations such as “multi-level marketing”.
At whatever the scale, the result is the walking dead. Some become social criminals.
Some just bleed their energy away. And there are those who maintain a new age or
religious veneer as if everything was fine. And there are those who are fueled by an
accumulation of accumulated financial wealth.
-//Time is up.
This is not an attempt at humor or clever turn of phrase.
Is it tomorrow? Next year? “When you know the candle flame is fire, the meal is
already cooked…” –likewise, when you know that linear time is an implanted construct,
reinforced by the distortions of astrology and “bad” astronomy, then you are free.
No matter, the “problem” solves itself when the final moment comes.
-//-
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For those still wondering about transcending the temporal-spatial niche of human
existence, it is possible and well proven, that one can leave this realm and transcend any
and all humanly-imposed notions of “time”. As soon as one’s locus of consciousness
returns to 3d, it again is “under the influence” and has only damaged “memories” to
refer to.
If one’s locus of consciousness only moves to the outlying vibrational regions of the
temporal-spatial niches of human existence or the fallen creation, then there are only
the endless “variations on a theme” that can be observed. These are often assigned some
degree of likelihood to manifest.
-//Those self-appointed “ascended masters” represent one of those categories of halfascension in which the being is no longer tethered to a human body, but they are still at
the behest of the dark forces and the greater error.
For those who have suffered through too many channeled readings by “ascended”
whatever entity, have any of them disclosed the true nature of creational realities? Have
any explained the problem of the creational errors? Yet they are quick with platitudes
from variations of “all is love and light”, “don’t worry be happy”, to blaming humans for
creating the evil or the Dark to begin with –or alternately claiming that Prime Creator
did all this for the express purpose of… (fill in the blank) whatever.
-//In conclusion now and once again, I would like to emphasize that waves of this energy
washing over you will feel as a most sublime energy of the higher Oneness. These waves
will build and build, like a series of tsunami. It is like a final washing away of the bonds
that hold so many spiritual entities to a most terrible state of being. At first it will be
mostly in the range of consciousness, then it will be the body of 3d matter itself.
The result –for some –will be that of the collective “near death” experience that we have
referred to –unfolding over “time” as the wave is experienced by each and increasing as
each learns to swim or fly with these waves. For some it will be devastating to their
ongoing deluded state and they will not be able to cope.
Along with this will be the final bifurcation –also an unfolding over “time” as the wave is
experienced by each.
Each chooses. Ultimately there is the final choosing, the ultimate self-selection.
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Some continue along a path in which they experience the ultimate destruction of what
has been so familiar. This applies to those who may detest all that they see as wrong, as
well as those who do not and who live off the energy of conflict and fear.
Ultimately the bifurcation of realities will be complete. One path is coherent with the
Creator of All and the cosmic corrections. The other is a path to non-existence.
All will feel the adumbrations of this. Each will respond uniquely to this growing energy
wave. For some it will be nearly instant, for others it will be a prolonged experience. The
more readily baggage and attachments can be let go of, the easier
-//Future date prophecies, predictions, remote viewing, etc. only working for a short term
“looking forward: --usually three days to three weeks, perhaps three months –but only
very broadly farther out.
The 2017-2019 "dates" along with 2035-2036 are like "full stop" markers that continue
to stand out due to their extreme nature of the information and the "fact" that there
continue to be human calendar periods associated with these. The highly mutable
"2012" served as a sign post that the “terminal period” is upon all and that "time" as a
flow of event-novelty (such as suggested by the Time Wave Zero work) become more
and more suspended into a "still-point of finality" for this level of spiritual
consciousness trapped in a limited vibrational state of existence. (It matters not whether
“2012” was a temporal marker from the “past”, an artifice of the present, or a signpost
from the “future” into the present. It is only what “2012” this signifies in the present that
really matters.)
Presently, the human level of existence is now in a type of "stasis", but not as some
might have imagined or predicted it. Humans are living essentially the same existence,
with small variations, over and over and over again until the end of it all. There will be
escalations of wars, new wars, de-escalations, earthquakes, volcanoes, extreme
economic anxieties etc. pretty much everything that was trapped in the human bubble
that is enclosed in a larger bubble that is enclosed in a vaster bubble at the level of those
immense creation beings. As the separation of the true Light form the embrace of the
Dark nears completion, the structures of reality will be collapsed. Initially it will be
human civilization and the planetary environment that collapses, then more outlying or
distant structures, until the fallen creation is no more.
Increasingly, humans will notice time anomalies, gaps in the flow of events (“ordinary
time”), repeating loops, déjà vu, and faulty memory. Given the ease with which
misleading disinformation is created and propagated these days, this can be understood
as an element to “end times insanity”.
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“The end” for each varies by their spiritual consciousness capacity and intention. For
most it will be until their bio-vehicle "stops running" due to whatever causative event/s.
-//Finally, I wish to emphasize that the higher levels are too often stymied by the
recalcitrant attitude of the lower levels. Eventually there will be a total override of
anything expressed from the lower levels –by lower levels I am referring to the
vibrational range (or spiritual-environment niches that most soul beings reside in,
including their own lower range of expression through humans).
-Alex
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End Notes:
To those who have not understood the foregoing will continue to wonder if they have
until 2017 or 2019 or to 2035-2036 before getting “rescued” or whatever. And thus the
spiritual realms remain abstract and effectively untouchable to the human level. Quite
the quandary for most. (There are only a handful of individuals –that I am aware of –
who know about 2017/2019 and 2035/2036. Only a handful. Interesting, that. These
are terminal points in the human range of awareness.)
I say again that there is no real “time” in the human sense. Some who have known this
have tried to explain it, only to be dismissed as mentally aberrant. In these recent years,
there is only a residual of “time” in any human sense. Everything is in now in a endlessly
looping set of patterns with slight variations on the all the old themes.
However, there does remain the power of your spiritual freewill and high intent –and
some assistance from your greater self.
But this is process is instantly undermined or sidelined by excessive anger and upset at
the overwhelming external circumstances –perpetuated more so, by the endless buying
in to an existence, a “way of life” that is actually a waking, walking state of “death”. It is
this latter state that is the “death by a thousand defaults”. One must continually
struggle to ask themselves why they are doing whatever they are doing. And be very
clear about one’s internal responses so as not to delude oneself.
-//In our IOOW-2000 social science research on the state of social-spiritual consciousness,
we emphasized the vital importance and seriousness of accessing a higher level of
“choice” and the power of higher intention.
In the Global Awakening News series, we cautioned and urged to simply “stop!”. To
cease the endlessly distracting machinations of one’s human social intercourse to tune
in to the “signal” of Creator of All –the call home. This was largely ignored or and of
those who did hear it, it was a filtered and scrambled signal at best. Some went so far as
to transmit a terribly distorted variation –often charging a fee for the “privilege”.
Around mid-2008, we discussed the imminent and unavoidable bifurcation in human
and cosmic levels “realities”. In later 2009 we discussed how the “hand of creator” was
taking charge and overriding whatever choices were being made by spiritual beings and
that for a short while, those spiritual beings with human presences asked for and were
were given a period in which to prove up that they had some measure of coherency
amongst them. At the end of the allotted period, they had nothing to show.
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In the early 2000 period we tried to explain the difference between human level of
limited choice and that of true spiritual free will.
In 2007, we emphasized the immanent (and imminent) “final choosing” –leading to a
complete bifurcation for those spiritual beings that identify themselves with their
human host vehicles. This reflects and is resonance with the emergence of a new
creation matrix (“Baby”) that moved out and away from this creation. This “event” also
stimulated more rapid changes in this Creation and “The All”.
At the end of 2009 we wrote of demarcations in human social reality and the higher
cosmic reality that was in accord with the remaking of this creation and the “unwinding”
of a reality based upon error and falsehood.
During that period, a global “survey” was taken of spiritual consciousness that is closely
linked to human existence and most of the greater beings preferred to remain firmly
attached and inured to their human side existences, no matter what, no matter how
great a scenario of suffering was presented to them.
This has totally bewildered departments and legions of higher level of beings who have
come to help with the larger transformational process and cosmic corrections.
Some insight to the problem is offered in the series of “concluding essays” at
www.pfcn.net.
Over the recent years we have provided a version of why it is that this reality is wrong
and how that came to be, including the fundamental wrongness of the human vehicle for
spiritual intelligences, given its state of limited development.
We are now at the final months and years and most prefer to wait for the end to their
human existence. Only a rarified fraction have been actively engaged in their
completions process and exit portals.
Meanwhile the vast majority of the colonies of humans throughout the the planet “keep
on keeping on”, no matter what, like a collective “Stockholm Syndrome” in which they
will fight to maintain their imprisonment and identify with their captivity.
At some point the spiritual beings most involved in perpetuating this reality will be
called upon to account for this behavior. This is their “judgment day” –like getting up in
front of one’s class to give a report of one’s work. All will receive whatever corrections
and high absolution however it may be appropriate. As I wrote in the April 20th in “Eight
Worlds”, all have been “found lacking” by Creator.
Some will “get the picture” and will evolve quickly, some will be returned to a more
primordial state of differentiation from Creator, and others will be absorbed into
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Creator and will be no more. Those beings that cohere or adhere to the path of the Dark
Error will simply cease along with that which they most identify with.
And to touch on one of the themes in the title:
One of the new age popular catch phrases of the recent decades has been “co-creation”, a
notion promoted heavily by a few notable "teachers" who were in actuality promoting
sophisticated forms of continual re-immersion into a fallen reality under the façade of
“transformation” and a heavily distorted version of Aurobindo and Mirra’s “integral
yoga” of the supramental.
Those promoting this themselves “fell” deeply into various Dark side schemes and traps,
even to the point of promoting some of the worst of the evil of the Dark residing among
humans. Yet, few of their followers ever noticed that the “emperor had no clothes” and
worse yet, that they carried the cancerous disease of the Dark.
Many took to this, partly because they desired to identify themselves with “creator
consciousness” and partly because they desired to access some hidden powers to do
“good” in the world or for their own personal transformation. Thus so much of the
“righteous” energy of those of the Light was channeled into the Dark side and was lost or
neutralized.
Even the spiritual concept of “oneness” has become a Dark side “franchise” trap, run by
the Dark side in the human realm. This is one reason I took to using the term “Higher
Oneness” and associating it with the Creator of All as much as words may allow. Caveat
emptor.
-ASK

-//-
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Postscript Re: Fields of Time and Light, etc.
May 10, 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1489.msg6392.html#msg6392
Up until the most recent period, Dark forces have generally been in a dominant position
with regard to creating the foundational structures, operating rules, and maintaining
their type of “one way fence” to trap those of the higher Light in their webs. This has
applied to the Earthly realm as well as to greater scales of “universes” that comprise the
“fallen” creation.
This has applied at most of the vibrational levels within a broadly generalized envelope
from 7-d to below.
Hitherto, the correction energies and related control structures, including “Time” have
maintained some barrier to minimize further expansion of the Dark forces’ fallen sector.
The “fields of time and light” referred to in the main essay above are relatively new
developments.
Time, Ascension of the Light, and the Co-created Maintenance of a Reality of Error
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1489.msg6385.html#msg6385
These are integral to whatever “end game” will play out at various scales from matter, to
Earth, other infected worlds, etc., extending to the entirety of the fallen zone and the
Dark.
So now the main feature of the fallen creation is not the grip of the Dark forces, but
rather the self-acquired and self-imposed limitations by excessive attachments to
various qualities and features of this existence.
This applies to the human 3d level of existence and spiritual consciousness –as well as
to higher level of one’s own greater being, “ascended” levels within the fallen zone, and
of course sub-structures below 3d.
In short, there is greater freedom now to return to the Light, to return “home” than ever
before.
-ASK
-//-
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Some brief Q & A Re: “Time”, etc.
May 9, 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1489.msg6391.html#msg6391
Q:
Under the title; "Time, Ascension of the Light, and the Co-created
Maintenance of a Reality of Error"
You say; "Time as a Divine Entity was positioned to prevent the
full infestation of the All by those of the Fallen realm."
Whoa!
Who determined this potential breach of dire consequences?
The All itself? Some of it's creator beings?
And how soon was this noticed and acted upon?
ASK:
The first and primary error –the one that gave rise to the deranged creator and its
“fallen” anti-creation zone –was recognized nearly immediately at the highest levels, but
as I have mentioned in various essays on this, the speed of the replication process was
swift, “blink of an eye type of stuff”.
I cannot say if it was one of the “first born” new creator beings or Creator itself that
realized what had happened.
So even though the error was recognized at the highest creation levels, it was too late to
stop as it had begun to spread and manifest into lower and lower density. Such is the
“power” of high creation beings’ intent and will.
It was necessary to slow its movement outward and downward as well as necessary to
place barriers against its error contaminating Source Itself. It may have been an
incomplete and distorted Dark Creation Force, but as a nascent creator, it had the innate
capacity to replicate, to make manifest, to expand, etc. derived initially from the Original
Impulse of Creator and subsequently modified to suit the various impulses of the Dark
side Error Itself.
To my knowing, the highest level of “Time” was like a one-way cosmic flow valve,
something that was shaped and focused by Creator of All but was based upon
“something” derived from “outside” of the body/consciousness of Creator and The All –
“Something” which is “outside” the Void which Creator and The All is suspended in.)
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As a “flow controller” Time was charged with various responsibilities to facilitate the
“flow” of the creation and learning processes of The All as well as to be a barrier to the
Dark error. In more recent cosmic events “Time” has been involved with those
enormous creation beings to encapsulate and limit and eventually delete the Dark, the
fallen realms, and all that which coheres and adheres to it.
Charles Muses intuited this from his own research into ancient spiritual records and his
own higher knowing. Others have arrived at a similar nexus of analysis from their own
mixture of external research and inner knowing at the higher levels.
We touched on this in the “guest article” by John Crane on “Time”, the Error, and
Charles Muses, etc. as well in context of various other essays.
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Musaios-Time-Origins%20-A%20Review%20%20June%202008.pdf
and
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/The%20Future%20and%20Time%20Distorions%20%20Aug%202009.pdf
Q:
And what has also been done, to your knowledge, besides the invention of time, and the
Correction Energies?
ASK:
That is already quite a lot! But there was the process of the “uploading” of the deeper
learning acquired from within the fallen zone, learning about many more facets of
duality, etc. that is part of Creator of All’s own “self correction” and evolutionary
process. This allowed for the preparation of new “teams” of higher level beings to
approach this sector to be of assistance as well as to observe from various vibrational or
dimensional levels of awareness and being.
The human level of awareness covers a cosmic nano-second, but to the human level, it is
“lifetime”. Thus the review of human history and recent events seems like a never
ending “bad dream”. Which it is of course. But those trapped in the “dream”, it is every
bit “as if real” and thus is attributed by each participant to have “as if real”
consequences. It is only when one steps of all that, that it is seen for what it is. And thus
a deeper understanding and “high compassion” for those seem to be trapped.
Consider, the title of a short essay from 2013, “caught but really free”…
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Q:
It sounds as if many of the "higher ups" became disassociated with their "offspring",
and perhaps mesmerized by the 3D dramas almost addicted, as many are addicted to
their electronic gadgets today. Practically immune from the awareness of the real
suffering occurring here.
ASK:
Partly the case of course. But this is not the case for most. The main problem rests in
the dissipative processes of individuation, the focus of one of my “four concluding
essays’. An unforeseen consequence of the attraction toward expansion and lower
densities, uncompensated by a corresponding increase of the originating higher unity
fields. This developed potentially devastating, catastrophic consequences when this
tendency was carried by those of the true Light into the fallen sectors and out of the zone
of higher unity. The new creational processes in this Creation and the New Creation are
learning to maintain a functional and spiritually healthy dynamic balance, thanks
largely to the learning that was acquired through experiences of the “Error of the Dark”.
Q:
You also mention that the human level of existence is now in a type of stasis, with
repeating time loops.
This reminds me of the extensive explanation regarding the Mayan calendar
and the large sections of history, basically repeating (of course, with different
characters, countries, and events) the same scenarios over and over again
and yet with ever shortening time frames.
And finally, you mention that "Only a rarified fraction have been actively engaged
in their completions process and exit portals."
I realize the process is different and unique for each person, nevertheless, I
welcome more examples and discussion on both the concept of "completions"
as well as "exit portals".
ASK:
A great deal has been written over the recent years, on the completions process and
spiritual psychology. There is really nothing more to add on this.
As to the matter of portals, up through late last year more specific clues/hints have been
available and written about, usually given in context. It is very important that one must
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be 100% committed to their return “home”. When and if possible, yes more will be
shared on these exit modes.
Thank you.
-Alex
-//-
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In the End…
May 1, 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1489.msg6383.html#msg6383
…there may well be a "flash of light" brighter than any humanly-released energies. It will
wash through this realm in successive waves of intensity. Unlike human 3d situations,
this movement is forever permanent and cannot be reversed once it is underway. Many
spiritual fragments will be annihilated by it, many will take to it most ecstatically.
An extended moment of "final choosing" if you will.
Not unlike what de Chardin anticipated as he contemplated the "future of man" in the
early 20th century –around the same time that JW Dunne was contemplating “time” –
and around the same time that Aurobindo was developing new insights into reality and
its potential transformation.
I think that is all I can say on this for now.
-ASK
-//-
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“In the End” …further thoughts on “ascension”
May 13, 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1489.msg6397.html#msg6397
Years ago, before the start of “Global Awakening News”, when we first began describing
the Higher Oneness, non-duality, Creator of All, The All, a New Creation, and the
Vastness –a common reaction among many was a strong resistance to this, even for
those who intellectually “agreed”.
In later years, probing further into the higher levels up, this was found to be a pervasive
pattern.
Why might this be? Because, at whatever level of “selfhood” –the falsehood of the
“sanctity” of the individuated being became cross-linked and entangled due to the
distortions of a Fallen creation. This applied to lower level self-centered human animal
as well as the “self-centeredness” spiritual beings.
The pattern can be understood simply as part of the consequences of various flaws and
errors of Creator and its Creation process. But to the individuations and fragments of
spiritual consciousness “stuck” in lower density –or stuck in falsehoods of a fallen
portion of creation, it became an endless “saga of errors” and a source of understandable
“upset”.
(Here again, I wish to clarify the use of the term “self-centeredness” here. It is a
suitable descriptor here, not a pejorative or derogatory term. Even vast-scale creation
level beings have something of a sense of “self”, a locus of Intelligence, a central plexus
of their own evolution of initial consciousness, etc.)
In the levels “as above”, this problem has been (and continues to be) a point of
resistance on the part of many –too many –soul beings and other higher level beings –
and includes more than those with have human presences, I would add.
In the “as below” level of “3d”, this problem has been (and continues to be) a point of
resistance by too many fragmented spiritual beings who persist in identifying
themselves as “humans”. This also stimulates variations on the theme of “human
sovereignty” which is an “as below” human level counterpart to the essence of the Dark
Error Itself.
-//-
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“Ascension” is really about the “call home” by Creator of All that desires and intends to
integrate all that has been learned and experienced into its Vastness.
At the level of higher beings with human presences, the counterpart to Creator’s “call
home” would be the desire of some to reintegrate their fragmented aspects (such as the
human self) into their own higher level of being (or their “localized source” matrix). This
impulse may originate from their human level that is suffocating in its human existence.
And this too is resisted by too many “higher level” beings as it effectively cuts them off
from the endless stimuli they derive from the human level of density. The “habituation”
to this has effectively limited their range of learning and exploration and thus interferes
with the original impulse that led to their creation to go forth and explore and to learn.
And even at their fragmented human level, there is the falsehood of “death” and a
socially-reinforced desire to “keep on keeping on”, replicating endless variations of a
failed existence. At a collective level, there is an intense socially reinforced “fear”
surrounding leaving the physical human host body.
-//None of the foregoing is about the complete annihilation of the myriad individuations of
Creator of All. That is something that is part of an “internal” discussion within the
matrix of each being, between their higher and lower levels, all the way to the levels of
creator beings. Some levels or aspects may choose to re-merge into their greater unity,
just as larger creator beings may re-merge into Creator of All.
And yes, some human levels may decide to re-merge and to shed their identity as a self.
The reasons are unique to each. This is something we have discussed in the context of
the ascension process over the years.
In the end, each will get to choose –each human level of spiritual fragmentation, each
soul being, each creation-being. Creator of All must also choose in its own way, as to
how it proceeds with its own version of a re-integration and “corrections” of The All of
Itself into its own “locus of consciousness”.
-ASK
-//-
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Question: Origins of the Wave of Light?
May 5, 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1489.msg6388/topicseen.html#msg6388

Q:
“I do wish to clarify the origins of this possible very bright flash of light …”
“Would this be a flash of light originating from Creator of All?”
ASK:
Yes, and it seems to have “taken time" given its power and vastness. Its emanation
actually began the instant Creator of All realized what had occurred and sought to
unwind it. This is something we have discussed in various essays on the error and flaws
of creation. But then it also seems like it is all "now". Very odd to put words to it. The
main reason for this seeming temporal displacement is that to "see it" more clearly
requires some “vibrational proximity” to creator-levels where intention and formative
preparations are easily confounded with the manifestation. Since at that level, it is
appears almost as if it has happened when you compare what you are "seeing" with your
own lower density level of consciousness that is closer to human 3d. Does this make
sense?
In looking far ahead, the only times I can be almost/maybe “certain”, is if I see
something in 3d manifestation plus a human calendar indicator. For example huge 3inch headlines reading "WAR!" on an etheric newspaper I "saw" lacked a definite
date. However "2035/2036" was given a date and background. It was an unmistakable
image of a common print calendar and my "tour guide" pointing to it for me to see and
take note of! But there is very little to compare to. Only a handful of prophetic dreams or
visions were recorded that included both 3d detail and dates –or at least some
unequivocal “temporal markers” as precursors. Otherwise, it is all "out there"
somewhere in the larger field of potentials and now even those are all just
cycling/circulating within the larger containment field.”
As I mentioned in recent essay on Time and the larger changes, future viewing of the
human 3d level is generally limited to roughly 3-days to 3 months out and is also
dependent on the overall energetic magnitude or impact at the human level. This latter
point is very difficult to analyze since there are high-impact events that are highly
localized and there are high impact that are very global. Like looking out over the ocean
without distance reference: it is difficult to tell whether you are looking at a medium size
boat in close proximity or a very large boat farther away. Not until you approach the
object –or the object approaches you. Likewise if you at looking at water level, a three
foot wave can look as imposing as a very large wave can look when you higher up on
shore looking. As with all this work, ones must be very clear of one’s point of view. Is it
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from the human 3d or nearby 4d level looking “outward” or “up” –or is it a very high
level view looking down? It is all a matter of perspective.
To return to the main question, a few I know of have viewed this “happening”, a few
others who would be "modern contemporaries" (in terms of recent several years) as well
a century or more earlier. But what we have written of concerning this “god energy”
from some years ago, was only a hint and we encountered the early “precursor” waves,
mostly gentle, and most subtle and sublime. What comes next literally has earthshaking
properties. First a little, the more, etc. And it does "look" like a wave clear or
transparent at first, then like a transparent-white plasma fire, "hotter" than any sun,
then it is as if a tsunami that breaks up the last of 3d itself. As to this last movement, I
cannot say when it is to occur as it exists outside of any human calendar time.
-Alex
-//-
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